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Scholarly Publishing Collective 2022 Institutional Pricing Now Available
Earlier this year, Duke University Press announced the Scholarly Publishing Collective, a collaboration with
several journal publishers and societies to provide services including subscription management,
fulfillment, hosting, and marketing and sales. Pricing information for libraries for the 2022 calendar year is
now available for journals whose subscriptions are managed through the Collective. This includes
electronic subscriptions to journals published by Michigan State University Press, Penn State University
Press, SBL Press, and the University of Illinois Press, as well as print subscriptions to journals published
by Cornell University Press, Texas Tech University Press, and the University of North Carolina Press.
Download the title list and pricing here.
Journal Updates from Partner Publishers
Michigan State University Press: Michigan State University Press's pricing rates and journal issue
frequencies will remain the same as in 2021. In 2021, Michigan State University Press acquired Aquatic
Ecosystem Health & Management, which will be available via the Scholarly Publishing Collective platform.
2022 prices for AEHM will remain the same as they were in 2020 and 2021 at $818 for a one-year
institutional electronic subscription.
Penn State University Press: Penn State University Press is pleased to announce that four journals will be
joining our portfolio in 2022. The Scriblerian and the Kit-Cats is a biannual journal that reviews critical
discussion of the English literature of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth century. Journal for the
History of Rhetoric is a triannual peer-reviewed publication that publishes high-quality scholarship on all
historical aspects of rhetoric, in all historical periods, and with reference to all intellectual, national, and
cultural communities. Methodist History is a biannual journal that publishes articles, book reviews,
pictures and illustrations, news, and other information about the history of the Wesleyan and Methodist
heritage. Restoration and Eighteenth-Century Theatre Research is an annual journal featuring scholarship
on late seventeenth- and eighteenth-century British and European drama and staging.
SBL Press: Beginning in 2022, institutional subscriptions to the Journal of Biblical Literature will always
start on a calendar-year basis. Previously, the journal offered non-calendar-year start dates for
subscriptions.
University of Illinois Press: The University of Illinois Press announces a new title for 2022, Diasporic Italy:
Journal of the Italian American Studies Association (DI). DI, published annually, is devoted to the
interdisciplinary study of Italian American/diaspora studies and explores new perspectives on issues of
diversity, gender, race, sexuality, and transnationalism. The journal will cover disciplines (or the
cross-disciplinary nature) of art history, cinema and media studies, ethnic studies, history, literature,
migration studies, political science, psychology, sexuality studies, sociology, and women’s and gender
studies. The University of Illinois Press's pricing rates will remain the same as in 2021.
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Hosting Platform Migration Updates
Starting with content published in 2022, journals from Michigan State University Press, Penn State
University Press, SBL Press, and the University of Illinois Press will be hosted on the Collective’s new
platform, managed by Duke University Press and powered by Silverchair. If your institution is a current or
former subscriber to a journal from these partner publishers, please sign up for our mailing list to stay up
to date on this migration. Our FAQ is available here.

